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UNITEDSTATES

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
REGION III

801 WARRENVILLEROAD
LISLE. ILLINOIS60532-4351

March 26, 1999

Mr. R. P. Powers
Senior Vice President
Nuclear Generation Group
American Electric Power Company
500 Circle Drive
Buchanan, Ml 49107-1395

SUBJECT: PLANT PERFORMANCE REVIEW - D.C. COOK

Dear Mr. Powers:

On February 2, 1999, the NRC staff completed a Plant Performance Review (PPR) of the
D.C. Cook plant. The staff conducts these reviews for all operating nuclear power plants to
develop an integrated understanding of safety performance. The results are used by NRC
management to facilitate planning and allocation of inspection resources. PPRs provide NRC „

management with a current summary of licensee performance and serve as inputs to the NRC's
senior management meeting (SMM) reviews. Plant Performance Reviews examine information
since the last assessment of licensee performance to evaluate long-term trends, but emphasize
the last 6 months to ensure that the assessments reflect current performance. The PPR for
D.C. Cook involved the participation of all technical divisions in evaluating inspection results
and safety performance information for the period March 1998 to January 1999. The NRC's
most recent summary of licensee performance was provided in a letter dated March 19, 1998,
and was discussed in a public meeting with you on April 3, 1998.

As discussed in the NRC's Administrative Letter 98-07 of October 2, 1998, the PPR provides an
assessment of licensee performance during an interim period that the NRC has suspended its
Systematic Assessment of Licensee Performance (SALP) program. The NRC suspended its
SALP program to complete a review of its processes for assessing performance at nuclear
power plants. At the end of the review period, the NRC will decide whether to resume the SALP
program or terminate it in favor of an improved process.

Both D.C. Cook units remained shutdown throughout this assessment period while repair and
modification work was conducted on safety-related systems. Overall, the licensee made little
progress towards resolving the performance problems that resulted in the licensee's decision to
maintain both units shut down since September 1997. Late in 1998, the licensee realized that
previous improvement initiatives were ineffective. The licensee has recently demonstrated that

they are committed to aggressively evaluating their processes and programs to define the
breadth and depth of problem areas. The corrective actions process review and the
engineering assessment were two examples of insightful self-assessments performed by third

party teams chartered by the licensee. As a result of these and other self-assessment
initiatives, important licensee programmatic activities such as engineering support,
maintenance planning, and root cause evaluations were suspended near the end of the
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assessment period while management planned to revise those programs and processes and
retrain the individuals responsible for those functions. The licensee had planned to restart .

Unit 1 in March 1999, but recently delayed the restart pending the completion of enhanced
system readiness reviews and associated corrective actions to ensure safety system operability
at restart.

Performance in the operations area declined during this assessment period. Problems
continued in the areas of human performance and procedural quality. Although there were
examples of good questioning attitudes and attention to detail, there were also some significant
personnel errors. For example, contrary to site procedure and the Updated Final Safety
Analysis Report, operators started a second residual heat removal pump with the reactor
coolant system vented to atmosphere. Also, following an electrical trip of a centrifugal charging
pump, the operating crew attempted to restart the motor despite indication of damage and
contrary to station procedures. Weaknesses were also identified in the quality and timeliness of
the licensee's operability evaluations. Shift managers, shift technical advisors and engineers
failed to appropriately question operability evaluations. In addition, overall operator
performance during simulator scenarios was poor based on inspector observations of seve'ral
operating crews. Contributing to those simulator performance problems was the lack of
adequate documentation for the emergency operating procedures. Self-assessment efforts in
operations showed improvement; however, operations management continued to demonstrate
a weakness in taking timely and effective corrective actions.

Generally, maintenance activities were performed in a thorough and professional manner.
Examples include the work conducted on the ice condensers and the conservative approach
taken in assessing plant damage following a significant wind storm. Significant effort was made
to improve the material condition of several systems including the ice condenser and
containment spray system. Notwithstanding those focused initiatives, weaknesses in the work
control process and engineering support resulted in continued examples of poor equipment
condition including steadily increasing leakage between the two units chemical and volume
control systems and cross-tie leakage between redundant divisions of the component cooling
water system. The plant preparation for cold weather was poor resulting in multiple challenges
to plant operators. Also, evaluation of the maintenance and testing of motor-operated valves
revealed multiple valves that could not be demonstrated operable including several requiring
physical modification to ensure they would function under design conditions.

D.C. Cook engineering staff had an insular perspective with inadequate application of industry
benchmarking, which contributed to the engineering staffs failure to adequately maintain the
plant's design basis contributing to the degradation of safety-related components and systems.
Early in this assessment period, the licensee implemented system readiness reviews which
were intended to bound the safety impact of engineering deficiencies. Due to a lack of rigor
and discipline in the development and implementation of the system readiness review program,
the reviews failed to identify critical deficiencies in some safety-related systems. The NRC's
Generic Letter 89-10 motor operated valve inspection and the licensee's Safety System
Functional Inspection of the auxiliary feedwater system revealed component and system
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operability concerns that had not been identified during the system readiness reviews. These

operability concerns were attributed to: 1) failure to consider all aspects of system. operation in

the design, 2) failure to perform design basis calculations, and 3) failure to appropriately

consider widely known industry information.

The licensee subsequently commissioned independent assessments of engineering to identify

the problems with engineering performance and the system readiness review process. To

address the findings of these assessments, the licensee initiated a comprehensive retraining

effort for system engineers and expanded the scope of the system readiness review effort.

This action demonstrated appropriate management utilization of independent engineering

assessments to identify and correct engineering staff lapses in understanding and maintenance

of the facility design basis. Further, the content of current licensee event reports suggests that

engineering staff have a lowered threshold for identification of design basis issues and an

increased engineering staff understanding of the plant design basis. These improvements are

due, in part, to the large influx of contract engineering staff.

Overall the plant support programs were well implemented. The radiation protection, chemistry,

and radiological environmental monitoring programs were effective and self-assessment
activities were good. Security performance was also good, but there were problems with some

routine activities and self-assessments lacked the depth and scope to measure the overall

program effectiveness. Planned NRC inspections of the plant support area consists of core

inspections.

The NRC Manual Chapter 0350 Oversight Panel for the D.C. Cook station continues to'hold

frequent public meetings with licensee management to assess progress on corrective actions

necessary for safe plant restart. During the extended shutdown, core resident inspections at.

the D.C. Cook station are conducted as delineated in NRC Manual Chapter 2515 and regional
initiative inspections are conducted under the direction of the Oversight Panel focusing on the

Case Specific Checklist items required for restart. Late in 1998, based on continued
performance problems at D.C. Cook, the licensee requested that further inspection of Case

Specific Checklist items be suspended. As the licensee develops schedules for completion of

the checklist items, inspection schedules will be developed and published by the Oversight
Panel.

Enclosure 1 contains a historical listing of plant issues, referred to as the Plant Issues

Matrix (PIM), that were considered during this PPR process to arrive at an integrated view of

licensee performance trends. The PIM includes items summarized from inspection reports or
other docketed correspondence between the NRC and the American Electric Power Company.

The NRC does not attempt to document all aspects of licensee programs and performance that

may be functioning appropriately. Rather, the NRC only documents issues that the NRC

believes warrant management attention or represent noteworthy aspects of performance. In

addition, the PPR may also have considered some predecisional and draft material that does

not appear in the enclosed PIM, including observations from events and inspections that had

occurred since the last NRC inspection report was issued. This material will be placed in the
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Public Document Room as part of the normal issuance of NRC inspection reports and other
correspondence.

This letter advises you of certain planned inspection effort resulting from the D.C. Cook PPR
review. It is provided to minimize the resource impact on your staff and to allow for scheduling
conflicts and personnel availability to be resolved in advance of inspector arrival onsite.
Enclosure 2 details our inspection plan for the next 6 months. The rationale or basis for each
inspection outside the core inspection program is provided so that you are aware of the reason
for emphasis in these program areas. Resident inspections are not listed due to their ongoing
and continuous nature. Additional regional initiative inspections will be scheduled to address
the Case Specific Checklist items for plant restart. Schedules for those inspections will be
forwarded in future correspondence and discussed during Oversight Panel public meetings.

The inspection schedule is subject to revision because of anticipated changes to the NRC's
inspection program. We will promptly notify you of any changes. If you have any questions,
please contact Anton Vegel at (630)829-9620.

Sincerely, .

Original signed by

Geoffrey E. Grant, Director
Division of Reactor Projects

Docket Nos. 50-315; 50-316
License Nos. DPR-58; DPR-74

Enclosures: 1. Plant Issues Matrix
2. Inspection Plan

See Attached Distribution
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cc w/encls: M. IRencheck, Vice President, Nuclear Engineering
D. Cooper, Plant Mariager
R. Whale, Michigan Public Service Commission
Michigan Department of Environmental Quality
Emergency Management Division

Ml Department of State Police
'.

Lochbaum, Union of Concerned Scientists
N. Nitz, County Board Chairman
J. M. Henry, Berrien County Coordinator
Sheriff R. Kimmerly, County Emergency

Management Director
The Honorable Charles Yarbrough
C. Roberts, Benton Harbor City Manager
The Honorable Mary Goff
F. Walsh, St. Joseph City Manager
The Honorable William Skiba
A. Anthony, Bridgman City Superintendent
The Honorable Thomas Hoetger
J. Wilken, Buchanan City Manager
M.,Harris, President, Village of Stevensville
S. Reitz, President, Village of Berrien Springs
L. Larsen, President, Village of Shorham
INPO

Distribution:
RRB1 (E-Mail)
RPC (E-Mail)
G. Tracy, OEDO w/encls
Chief, NRR/DISP/PIPB w/encls
T. Boyce, NRR w/encls
Project Director, NRR w/encls
Project Mgr., NRR w/encls
J..Caldwell, Rill w/encls
B. Clayton, Rill w/encls
R. Lickus, Rill w/encls
SRI D. C. Cook w/encls
DRP w/encls
DRS (2) w/encls
Rill PRR w/encls
PUBLIC IE-01 w/encls
Docket Flip w/encls
GREENS
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INCLUDES DRAFT ITEMS
Region III

COOK

United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
PlANT ISSUE MATRIX

By Primary Functional Area

Date: 03/19/1999
Time: 13:41:47'

~

Functional Template
Date Source Area IQ Type Codes

01/13/1999 199802/ Prl: OPS l.icensee NEG Pri: 1C

Sec: Sec:

Ter:

Item Description

The licensee identified that there was a large backlog of unreviewed condition reports. The licensee's corrective action
program is undergoing major assessment and corrective actions. The improvement plan includes actions to address
problems with the condition report review process. (Section 07.1)

01/13/1999 1998027 Pri: OPS

Sec:

NRC NEG Pri: IC

Sec:

Ter:

The licensee did not have a process for ensuring that the plant winter preparations were integrated across
organizational boundaries. The lack of integration contributed to the inadequate preparation for cold wealher, especially
considering the lack o f process heat in the buildings due to the current shutdown condition. Cold wealher preparations
were untimely and severe cold weather caused multiple challenges to Ihe plant operators. (Section 01.3)

01/13/1999 1998027 Prl: OPS

Sec: ENG

NRC POS Pri: 2A

Sec: 4A

Ter:

Licensee Performance Assurance personnel demonstrated a critical questioning attilude in effectivel assessing Ihe
circumstances related to a broken residual heat removal system pipe bracket which resulted in the identification of an
inadequate operability evaluation. (Section 01.2)

01/13/1999 1998027-02 Pri: OPS

Sec: ENG

NRC VIO IV Pri: 1C

Sec:

Ter:

Operability evaluations and procedures reviewed by NRC inspectors and licensee personnel showed thai shi/I
managers, shift technical advisors, and engineers failed to adequately review operability evaluations. Procedural
guidance on compensatory measures and administrative controls for those compensatory measures were weak or
non-existent. Specifically, plant administrative procedures addressing operability evaluations did nol contain
requirements or adequate administrative controls for compensatory measures. Engineering procedure guidance
concerning the conduct of operability evaluations was not being followed. One violation for failing to followa procedure
was iden'iified. (Section 01.2)

12/I 1/1998 1998023 Pri: OPS NRC MISC Prl: 1C

Sec: Sec:

Ter:

The emergency operating procedure changes and supporting documentation planned for plant res'tart were still
undergoing licensee revision and review during the inspection. Consequently. the inspectors were not able to assess
the quatity of those documents. Supporting documentation /or the existing emergency operating procedures was nol
adequate to verify expected actions. (Section 03.2)

12/11/1998 1998023 Prl: OPS

Sec:

. NRC NEG Prl: 1B

Sec:

Ter:

The licensee evalu'ators were critical of crew performance during simulator scenarios. Some crews were not adequately
prepared for the simufator evaluations as evidenced by the failure rates during the steam generator tube rupture
scenario. The crews'ack of timely actions to isolate auxiliary feedwater and equalize reactor coolant system and steam
generator pressures during a tube rupture was a concern, The training material did not adequately address the need for
expediency in completing these actions. The inspectors determined that overall operator performance. knowledge, and
procedural usage during the Loss Of AllAC power" scenario was satisfactory, although crew communication problem~
continued to exist which resulted in the unit supervisor not being fully aware of plant conditions. Common to bo'ih
scenarios communicalions and shift briefs were performance areas identified as needing improvement. (Section 04.2)

12/I 1/1998 1998023 Pri: OPS NRC NEG Pri: 1B

Sec: Sec:

Ter:

The implementation of actions concerning the licensee's Action Items. and the additional processes including the shift
manager report and Academic Review Board had the potential to improve the preparation of operators. However,
based on the team's observations of operator performance during continuing training evaluated scenarios. and review of
the shift manager report. the actions taken to improve communications were not adequate. NRC Restart Action Plan
0350 Item 5,D. Applicant Abilities To Communicate And Diagnose Events During Dynamic Simulator Scenarios," Is not
closed

12/11/1998 1998023 Prl: OPS NRC NEG

Sec:

Prl: IB

Sec:

Ter:

The team obsenied that operators were knowledgeable of the required 10 CFR Part 50 Appendix R actions, and carried
out those actions in accordance with the approved procedure. However, several deficiencies with lhe Appendix.R
procedure were identified during the exercise which appeared to be a weakness in the initial verification and validation
process used to develop the procedure. (Section 05.6)

Item TyPe (Compliance.Followup.Other). From 03/01/1998 To 01/31/1999
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United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
PLANT ISSUE MATRIX

By Primary Functional Area

oate: 03/19/1999
Time: 13:41

AT'unctional

Template
Date Source Area Co des Item Description

12/11/1998 1998023 Prl: OPS NRC POS

Sec:

Prl: 1C

Sec:

Ter:

The formation of a dedicated test group to maintain the examination bank and prepare examinations was effective and
adequate based on the following inspector reviews and observations: incorporation of examination development
guidetines into the training procedure, preparation of initial examinations, and examination bank performance indicators.
NRC Restart Action Plan 0350 item 5.A. Training sla/f abilily lo develop technically accurate examinalion material in
accordance with lhe examination guidelines." is dosed. (Section 05.1)

12/I I/1998 1998023 Prl: OPS NRC POS Prl: 1C

Sec: Sec:

Tef:

Based on the inspectors'eview of upgraded training material, procedural ctarifica'lion and simptification. and
satisfactory examination results, the licensee's corrective actions have effectively improved the operators'bgity to
determine the correct prolective action recommendation. NRC Restart Action Plan 0350 Item 5.B. Operator ability to
determine the correct protective action recommendations for an emergency event," is dosed. (Section 05.2

12/11/1998 1998023 Pri: OPS NRC POS Prl: 1C

Sec: Sec:

Ter:

The implementation of actions concerning lhe licensee's Action Items and the addihonal processes inctuding the
Curriculum Development Committee and the Academic Review Board effectively improved the preparation of initial
license applicants and operators enrolled in continuing training. NRC Restart Action Plan 0350 Item 5.C, "Preparation
of applicants for the initial license examination" is dosed. (Section 05.3)

12/11/1998 1998023 Prl: OPS NRC POS Pri: 1C

Sec: Sec:

Ter:

The team determined that the licensee had an adequate program for ensuring that simulator configuration was being
maintained consistent with the plant. Simulator discrepancies were addressed in an adequate fashion with
consideration given to potential training impact and factors influencing the scope and schedule for such changes.
(Section 05.7)

12/11/1998 1998023-03 Prl: OPS

Sec:

NRC NCV Prl:1B

Sec:

Ter:

The inspectors determined thai Ihe overall classroom training provided to the operators was satisfactory. Lesson plans
were thorough, and the trainers were well prepared. Operators displayed a questioning attitude during training. A
non.cited violation was identiCied for incomplete corrective actions to a procedure for realignment of seal return Itow to
the volume control tank. Procedural weaknesses were also identilied for lack of guidance and staging of materials to
support atignment of firewater as an alternate source of steam generator feed Aow, and unclear wording for Response
Not Obtained actions delineating placement of excess letdown in service in response to excessive reactor coolant
leakage. (Section 05.5)

12/03/1998 1998021 Prl: OPS NRC NEG

Sec:

Prl: 1C

Sec:

Ter:

The inspectors identified that operations department procedures did not provide assurance that signatures and Initia'is
on instructions and procedures can be used to identify the responsible indIviduais. The corrective actions taken In
response to a condition report detailing missing signatures in an engineering procedure were narrovrfy focused. A
generic problem encompassing signatures in most station procedures was not addressed until the Inspectors
questioned licensee corrective action program management.

12/03/1998 1998021 Prl: OPS NRC POS Prl: IC

Sec: Sec:

Ter:

The licensee identified that the Nuclear Safety and Design Review Committee had failed to perform the independent
review and audit functions described in the Technical Speci/ications. Corrective actions were Initiated and changes
were promptly implemented. The inspectors observed the Nuclear Safety and Design Review Committee effectively
question its own function and perform oversight of technical issues in the meeting observed.

12/03/1998 1998021 Prl: OPS NRC POS Prl: 1C

Sec: Sec:

Ter:

The effectiveness of the licensee's self.assessment program has shown improvement since the identification of the
issues in NRC Inspection Reports 50-315/97 017. 91-201. 98.004, and 98.005. The improvement resulted from the
imptementation of a number of correclive actions, plant per/ormance Assurance queshoning of planl performance
improved along with the methods that the Plant Performance Assurance group utilized.

12/03/1998 1998021.01 Pri: OPS NRC

Sec:

NCV Prt: 1A

Sec:

Ter:

Contrary to management expectations. the Unit 1 control room crew inappropriately used "skillof the lrade" to start a
second Residual Heal Removal (RHR) pump with the reactor coolant system (RCS) vented to atmosphere. Running
two RHR pumps with the RCS vented to atmosphere is contrary to site procedural requirements and Updated Final
Sa/ety Analysis Report Section 9.3.3. The licensee identified tha't deficiencies in communications, scheduling, and
teamwork contributed to this event. One non.ciled violation of NRC requirements was identified.

Item Type (Compliance.Foilowup,Olher), From 03/01/1998 To 01/31/1999
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United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
PLANT ISSUE MATRIX

By Primary Functional Area

Date: 03/19/1999
Time: 13:41:47.

Functional Template
Date - Source Area ID Type Codes Item Description

11/19/1998 1998025 Prl: OPS NRC MISC Pil: 1C

Sec: Sec:

Ter:

For the Self.identification Ratio metric indicator, more information existed at the department level, which could be used
to monitor or trend sustained department level performance and may provide more restart performance insight than the
current aggregate station wide Self-Identification Ratio indicator

11/19/1998 1998025 Pri: ppS NRC ppS
Sec: ENG

Pri: IC

Sec: 4C

Ter:

The restart metric indicators developed by the licensee demonstrated substantive progress toward achieving a data
collection system to provide semi-quanlitalive measurement tools for assessing plant process and programmatic
readiness for restarL The metric per/ormance indicators with more potential value measured process product quality,
such as 50.59 Quality, Calculation Quality and Root Cause Quality, or effectiveness. such as Corrective Actions
Effectiveness

10/IS/1998 19980)8 Prl: PPS 'RC NEG Prl: 1C

Sec: ~ Sec:

Ter:

The inspectors conduded that the workaround review board's initial direction toward minimizing workarounds on the list
to meet a goal did not meet the objective of the process as stated in the Planl Managers Instruction (PMI). After
coaching by one member. the board conservatively considered items presented, and appropriately classified lhe
deficiencies

10/15/1998 1998018 Pri: pPS NRC ppS Pri: IB

Sec: Sec:

Ter:

The operator response during Ihe loss of reserve feed was methodical and conservative and resulted in the timely
restoration of essential equipmenl. The degraded material condition of some station equipment continued to challenge
the operators. Licensed operators demonstrated a nonconseniative attitude when dec/aring the 2-AB-2 battery charger
operable when the cause for the blown output fuse had not been determined

10/15/1998 19980t8 02 Pri: OPS NRC NCV Pri: IB

Sec: Sec:

Ter:

Following an instantaneous overcuuenl trip of the Unil 1 West Centrifugal Charging pump the operatinj) crew attempted
to restart the motor. The restart was attempted even though an instantaneous overcurrent trip was a sign of significant
damage to the electrical circuit and the annunciator response procedure required that no restart be affempted. A
Non.Cited Viofation was issued for the failure to follow the annunciator response procedure

01/13/1999 1998027 Pri: MAINT NRC NEG Pri: 2A

Sec: Sec:

Ter:

Based upon an assessment of licensee couective action requests, condition reports, contingency action logs, and in
plant observations, the inspectors concluded that the matenal condition of several safety. related systems had declined
during lhe forced outage. The delay in addressing equipment problems was due, ln part, to the licensee's focus on
corrective actions to address programmatic issues that are a part of the licensee's restart plan. (Section M2.1)

01/13/1999 1998027 Prl: MAINT NRC POS Prl: 3A

Sec: Sec:

Ter:

Observed maintenance aclivities were performed effectively in accordance with documented work Instructions. (Sectic
M1.1)

12/03/1998 1998021 Pri: MAINT. NRC POS Pri: 3A

Sec: Sec:

Ter:

Overall, maintenance work was performed using approved work procedures and reAected good maintenance practices.
The inspectors noted conservative decision making during a diesel generator surveillance, and the licensee's staff
promptly assessed building and grounds damage following a severe wind storm.

12/03/1998 1998021-03 Pri: MAINT NRC EEI Pri: 2B

Sec: Sec:

Ter:

The licensee has developed a comprehensive strategy for reviewing the entire Technical Specification surveillance
program. However, the inspectors concluded that the licensee's surveillance review did not adequately ensure that
Technical Specification requirements were mel. Specifically, Ihe inspectors identified an example where a surveiilance
did not meet TS requirements after the licensee had completed a detailed review of the procedure. Additionally, the
inspectors identified an example of a surveillance procedure which did not ensure that the equipment was returned to
an operable configuration after the completion of the test. One violation and one apparent viofation of NRC
requiremenls were identified. (Section M1.2)

Item Type (COmplianCe.FOIIOwup.Other), FrOm 03/01/1998 TO 01/31/1999
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United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
PLANT ISSUE MATRIX
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Date 03/19/1999
Time:

13:41:47'ate

Source
Functional

Area
Template

ID Type Codes Item Description

11/02/1998 1998i044 00 Pri: MAINT Licensee I.ER Pri: 2B

Sec: Sec:

Ter:

The licensee identified that Technical Specification (TS) sunieillance requirements for the offsite electrical power
sources were not being verified in accordance with TS 4.8.1.1.1.a. Specifically, the surveillance procedure did not
require verification of breaker alignment and voltage reading for the preferred offsite power source.

10/15/1998 1998018 Pri: MAINT NRC NFG Pri: 3A

Sec: Sec:

Ter:

An apparent negative trend in human performance was identified by the licensee. Although the errors affected the
operation of the plant, due to the current plant conditions, the safety significance of each error was low. The licensee
has implemented corrective actions for this area

10/09/1998 - 1998 043.00 Prl: MAINT

Sec:

Licensee LER Pri: 2B

Sec:

Ter:

The licensee discovered that the test frequency for the containment air lock door seals for both units was not controlled~
in accordance with Technical Specification (TS) 4.6.1.3a. The Regulatory Guide directs use of (NEI) 94-01 to meet the~
requirements of 10 CFR 50 Appendix J Option B. The trending of air lock test data, which Is required ifOption B is

~ used, was not performed, however the test interval was extended to 30 days. The root cause of this condition was
personnel error.

'0/02/1998 1998 041.00 Pri: MAINT Licensee

Sec:

LFR Pri: 2B

Sec:

Ter:

Operations personnel discovered that both trains of CCW may become inoperable under specific circumstances when

the system is aligned to Ihe lest configuration. The surveillance directs the dosure of the pump discharge header
cross-tie valve and heat exchanger outlet valve for the CCW train that is not being tested, making the train inoperable

by isolating its discharge Aow path to the safeguard headers. Operations personnel concluded that if the surveillance

was being performed post-maintenance to restore a pump to operable status. both trains of CCW would then be
inoperable while in the test configuration. The root cause of this condition is failure to perform an adequate 10CFR50.59

safety evaluation when the surveillance procedures were revised several years ago.

10/02/1998 1998020 Pri: MAINT NRC NEG Pri: 2B

Sec: Sec:

Ter:

10/02/1998 1998020 Pri: MAINT NRC POS Pri: 2B

Sec: Sec:

Ter:

This close.out inspection of NRC's review of Generic Lelter (GL) 89.10, Safety. Related Motor.Operated Valve (MOV)

Testing and Surveillance, determined that the MOV program and implementation at D. C. Cook were not sufficiently

complete to dose.out the NRC's p~ogram review. Although some areas have been sufficiently addressed. the

inspectors could not conclude that the licensee had completed verifying all GL 89-10 program MOVs would perform

their intended safety functions under design basis conditions. The three major areas requiring resolution were the 44

potentially inoperable MOVs, finalizing design basis MOVcalculations, and updating several program documents.

The recent self-assessment in the MOV area provided numerous appropriate technical findings, some of which were

also identified during this inspection. The use of an outside technical MOV expert provided additional Insights into the

MOVprogram.

10/02/1998 1998020 01 Prl: MAINT NRC NCV Pri: 2B

Sec: Sec:

Ter:

One violation was identified for which enforcement discretion was exercised. The ticensee's failure to perform
design. basis calculations for the structural capability of butterfly valves. This. along with not proactive) assessing the

effects of widely known industry information on the use of non.conservalive assumptions in predicting MOVmotor

actuator output prior to it becoming an operability issue. Ied to a programmatic concern with the MOV program.

08/24/1998 1998 036 00 Pri: MAINT Licensee LER

Sec:

Pri: 2B

Sec:

Ter:

The licensee identified that the "Unit I To And From Unit 2 Chemical Volume Control System Charging Pump

Discharge Cross.lie Flow Indicator, 12-QFI-201. had not been surveillance tested since August 12, 1992. TS 4.3.3.5 1 ~

Table 4.3.6a. Item 11 requires calibration of this charging cross. flow indicator at least once every 549 days. The rool

cause was work practices. with a contributing cause of lack of effective communications.

08/03/1998 1998 035.00 Prl: MAINT Licensee LER

Sec: Sec:

Ter:

On July 2, 1998, during an inspection of the condition of Ice Condenser Lower Inlet Door
Shock Absorber equipment. damage was identified that potenlially impacted the ability of Ihe
shock absorbing bumpers to perform their intended funclions. Deficient shock absorbing
bumpers could lead to damage of the lower inlet doors and excess debris in the Containment
Recirculation Sump following a postulated accident.

Item Type (Compliance,Followup.Other). From 03/01/1998 To 01/31/1999
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"Functional Template
. Date Source Area ID Type Codes Item Description

06/11/1998 1998012.01 Prl: MAINT NRC VIO IV

Sec:

Pri: SA

Sec: 5C

Ter:

Due to a failure to adequately correct a previous occurrence, the licensee performed an expected plant cooldown and
failed lo comply with surveillance requirements designed to monitor the formation of a gas bubble in the reactor vessel
head. Inconsistent procedures. inattention to detail. and a large number of items in the open items log contributed to
lhe repeat failure to follow the procedural requirements. A violation for inadequate corrective 'action was issued
(Secflon M7.1)

06/11/1998 1998012 02 Pru MAINT NRC VIO IV Pri: 2B

Sec: Sec:

Ter:

The inspectors identified that the job order used for filling ice bags did not contain detailed instructions or assign crew
responsibilities and was not appropriate to the circumstances. A violation of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Instructions,
Procedures. and Drawings was issued (Section M1.2).

06/02/1998 1998.027.00 Prl: MAINT Licensee LER

Sec:

04/06/1998 1998 013 00 Pri: MAINT Licensee LER

Sec:

Pri:

Sec:

Ter:

Prl: 2B

Sec:

Ter:

The Unit 1 West CTS header was fnspecled using a boroscope to determine ifboric acid plate out was present due to ~
the identification of borated water being present in the header. This inspection was performed by removing a number o~
spray nozzles and inserting the boroscope into the pipe for 10 feet in either direclion. Although no evidence of
boric acid plate out was identified. a quantity of debris was seen inside the header. Activities are being performed to
determine the size and nature of the debris. This debris has a potential to block CTS nozzles. It has been assumed that
this debris was present while Unil 1 was operating. making the West CTS header potentially inoperable for grealer than
the time period allowed by Ihe CTS T/S.

On March 6, 1998, viith Unit 1 and 2 in cold shutdown, it was determined that the splices for the limit switches on lhe
Unit 1 Power Operated Relief Valves (PORVs) were installed without the breakout boot required for Environmental
Qualifica'lion (EQ). The valves were declared inoperabte. The rool cause for the lack of breakout boots was determined
to be inadequate guidance in the installation documenls.

03/13/1998 1998 007 01 Prl: MAINT Licensee LER

Sec:

Pri: 2B

Sec: 2A

Ter:

On November 6, 1998. it was determined that a high energy line break in Ihe startup blowdown flash tank room would
potentially expose the motor control centers (MCCs) in the area to steam environment and higher temperatures than
they are qualiflied to withstand. Auxiliaryfeedwater (AFW) would potentially be losl because the valves which supply
essential service water lo the AFW pumps are located on these MCCs. It was determined that this condilion
represented a condition outside the design basis

01/13/1999 1998027 Prl: ENG NRC NEG Pri: 2A

Sec: Sec: 3A

Ter:

Engineering procedure guidance concerning the conduct of operability evaluations was not being followed. One
violation for failing lo followa pioceduie was identified. (Seclion 01.2)

Ot/13/1999 1998027 01 Pri: ENG NRC NCV

Sec:

Prl: 4A

Sec: 4B

Ter:

The licensee identified that following modificalions not all drawings had been updated in a timely manner. There wer
approximately 6,000 drawings in the backlog awaiting revision. The licensee had initiated corrective actions to ensure
that the drawings were updaled in a more timely fashion and to ensure that the drawings needed for day.today
operation and inaintenance of the facihly weie accurate.

12/31/1998 1998017 Prl: ENG NRC NEG Pri: 4A

Sec: Sec: 4B

Ter:

The Safety Sys'Iem Functional Inspection was a thorough examination of the AuxiliaryFeedwater system, conducted in
a professional manner by a strong, experienced team of inspectors and documented in a well.written report. The
inspection idenliflied a number of potential operabihty issues which must be addressed and resolved by the licensee's
engineering staff. (section E1.2)

12/31/1998 '998017 Pri: ENG NRC NEG Pri: 4B

Sec: Sec:

Ter:

The Level 1 System Readiness Review done on the AuxiliaryFeedwater system was ineffective In Identifying potential
operability issues as a result of the flaws in the process and a lack of technical rigor in some aspects of the review.
(section E1.5)

Item Type (Compliance.Followup.Other), From 03/01/1998 To 01/31/1999
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12/31/1998 1998017-01 Pri: ENG NRC URI I'B
Sec: Sec:

Ter:

ftem Descrfpllon

The special test of an AuxiliaryFeedwater system suction strainer, as written, would not support an operability
determination, was deficient in several areas, was not auditable, and was inappropriate for a test of a safety-related
system. An unresolved item was identiTied in this area pending review of the compfeted test package. (section E1.3)

12/31/1998 1998017.02 Pri: ENG NRC NCy

Sec:

Pri:4B

Sec: 4A

Ter:

The undetected existence of lhe design flaw in Ihe AFW system revealed thai the licensee's design control measures
did not adequately verify the design of the system as required by 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion III. While this
violation would normally be categorized at Severily Level III. the NRC has exercised discretion under Section VII.B.2of
the Enforcement Policy and is not issuing a Notice of Violation. (section E1.3)

12/31/1998 1998017 03 Pri: ENG NRC NCy Prl: 48

Sec: Sec:

Ter:

The System Readiness Review process was ine//ective lo identify substantive design and operability questions becau~
it was too narrow in scope, did not examine systems retrospectively, and did not integrate findings of other review
programs into its conclusions. The use ol an uncontrolled, administrative guideline to conduct the System Readiness
Reviews was not consistent with 10 CFR 50, Appendix B. Criterion V. A non-cited violation was klentified fn this area.
(section E1.4)

12/17/1998 1998.047-00 Prl: ENG Licensee

Sec:

LER Pri-'A

Sec:

Ter:

On November 17, 1998, itwas determined that in some cases the Reactor Coolant Pump (RCP) thermal barrier heat
exchanger might not be able to be able to maintain seal leak.off temperatures below the 235 degree Fahrenheit (F) limit
during a loss of seal injection. Cook has operated in the past viith seal leakwff flow fess than 2 gpm, this potential
condition was determined to be reportabie as a condition which results in lhe nuclear power plant being in a condition
that was outside the design basis of the plant, as lhe plant was designed to have a certain amount of leakage along the
shaft

12/10/1998 1998026 Pri: FNG NRC POS Pri: 4B

Sec: Sec: 5C

Ter:

Inspectors reviewed 15 previously opened items. Root cause evaluations were performed for each event/issue as
appropriate and appropriate staff was involved in the corrective action activities.

12/03/1998 1998 046 00 Prl: ENG t.lcensee

Sec:

LER Prl: 4A

Sec:

Ter:

On November 3, 1998, a special test was conducted on the Unit 1 West motor driven auxiliary feedwaler (MDAFW)
pump to determine the potential effect on suction strainer loading when the essential service water (ESW) ls used as
the suction source. The 1 West MDAFWpump had the highest risk for stainer plugging. Approximately 60 seconds
into lhe test the differential pressure across the strainer exceeded the maximum allowed, flow dropped betow design
flow value, and the test was terminated. The strainer was declared inoperable... The root cause of this condition is a
failure to consider all aspects of system operation in the design of the suction basket strainer

11/19/1998 1998025 Pri: ENG NRC MISC Pri: 2A,

Sec: Sec: 2B

Ter:

Appropriate ice basket damage criteria had been implemented into Ihe latest revisions of Ice basket inspechon and
repair procedures

11/19/1998 1998025 Pri: ENG NRC MISC Prl: 4B

Sec: Sec:

Ter:

Previous NRC inspections identified, that the Updaled Final Safety Analysis Report Appendices contained outdated
descriptions and design basis information related to the ice condenser. The licensee issued a procedure to provide a

systematic approach to the incorporation of the required information into the actively mainlained sections of the
Updated Final Safety Analysis Report

11/19/1998 1998025'ri: ENG

Sec:

NRC MISC I ri: 4B

Sec:

Ter:

The licensee identified relatively small cracks in each of the containment spray system pump impetlers caused by
corrosion fatigue. The licensee corrective actions to weld repair or replace these irnpellers combined with planned
periodic inspections were conservative and consistent with the metallurgical report conclusions and fracture mechanics
analysis.

Item Type (Compliance.Foliowup,other), From 03/01/1998 To 01/31/1999
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11/19/1998 1998025 Prl: ENG NRC MISC Pri: 4C

Sec: Sec:

Ter:

Item Description

A recent Perforinance Assurance department audit identified weakriesses in lhe grading process used for 10 CFR 50.59
safely evaluations, which indicated that more work is needed to effectively implement the restart metric indicator for
50.59 Quality. Additionally, the corrective action for this finding. to mentor engineering department personnel. may
artificially influence the safety evaluation quality measurement for engineering

10/15/1998 1998018 Pri: ENG NRC NEG Pri: 4B

Sec: Sec:

Ter:

The inspectors concluded that an engineering memo used to help in an operability evaluation did not accurately reflect
plant operating practice. Although Ihe parlicular memo reviewed by the inspectors was not used to determine the

.operability of any Technical Specification related equipment. the inspectors concluded that the operability evaluation
was nonmnseivative in that it did not account for expected operator actions

10/15/1998 1998018 01 Pri: ENG 'RC EEI Prl: 4B

Sec: Sec:

Ter:

The licensee identilied an improperly closed Request For Change (RFC) in response to inspector questions on a
scale~'enetrationthrough the side of the spenl fuel pool which did nol appear lo be in compliance with design drawings. The~

RFC had been in progress for some 20 years prior to closure. all design drawings were not up-dated to reflect as-built
. conditions, and the penetration was not properly resealed,,The licensee's closure of the RFC was weak, incomplete,

and showed poor engineering practices. Pending lhe review of the corrective actions, this willremain open as an
. apparent violation.

08/05/1998 1998 022-01 Prl: ENG Licensee LER

Sec:

04/30/1998 1997-024-04 Prl: ENG Licensee LER

Sec:

Pri: 4A

Sec:

Ter:

Prl:4C

Sec:

Ter:

On April 15, 1998. a scenario was discovered through which a single failure might establish a path for gaseous nitrof)en
or air to enter the suction piping of both Containment Spray (CTS) pumps. Under certain circumstances, this scenano
may preclude both pumps from performing their safety functions. The root cause for this condition was determined to
be a failure to perform an adequate safety evaluation for the procedure revision performed in 198'I that permanently
repositioned the nitrogen shutoff valve to open

ITEM TEXT DATED 10/24/1997: MATERIALDISCOVERED IN CONTAINMENTDEGRADES CONTAINMENT
RECIRCULATION SUMP AND RESULTS IN CONDITION OUTSIDE
DESIGN BASIS
97-24-01 REPORT DATE 11/1 7/97
97-24.02 REPORT DATE 12/31/97
97-24-03 REPORT DATE 3/4/98
97-24 04 REPORT DATE 4/30/98

04/15/1998 1998009-02 Pri: ENG NRC URI Pri:

Sec: Sec:

Ter:

The AE team was concerned that procedure Nos. 01(02).OHP 4030.STP.030, Daily and Shift Surveillance Checks,
Revision 25(23), veriTied the refueling water storage tank volume to be greater than the Technical Specification required
350,000 gallons (89/o) wilhout accounting for instrument loop uncertainties.

01/13/1999 1998027 Prl: PLTSUP NRC POS Prl: 1C

Sec: Sec:

Ter:

During normal resident inspection activities, routine observations were conducted in the area of security and
safeguards, lire protection. and health physics activities. No discrepancies were noted.

11/19/1998 1998024 Pri: Pl.TSUP NRC POS

Sec: Sec:

Ter:

Security related activities that involved the personnel and equipment performance of the control of packages and
personnel, the alarm stations. and security communications were conducted effectively (Section St. I). Security tra»»9
activities were conducted and documented in an appropriate manner.

Item Type (Compliance,Followup,Other), From 03/01/1998 To 01/31/1999
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11/19/1998 1998024 01 Prl: pLTSUp NRC yfp p/ Pili The inspector identified an isolated violation regarding the inadequate search of one vehlde. The failure was caused
when a security officer recognized, but failed to search an easily accessibte storage compartment located under the

Sec: Sec: passenger seal in the cab of a vehicle. Individual poor performance in the search conducted by lhe oflicer was
determined to be the cause of the failure. Corrective action was implemented in a timely and effective manner.

Ter:

11/19/1998 1998024.02 Prl: PI.TSUP NRC yip iy Prl: The inspector identiTied a violation involving the inadequate access control into each reactor containment caused by an
ineffectively implemented compensatory measure. This failure had existed for approximately 12 months. The failure

Sec: Sec: occurred because the licensee security staff had not recognized an easily exploitable pathway around posted security
officers. When identified, licensee corrective action was implemented in a timely and effective manner.

Tef:

ftem Type (Compliance.Fotfowup.Other). From 03/Ol/1998 To Ol/31/1999
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INCLUDES DRAFT ITEMS United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
PLANT ISSUE MATRIX

By Primary Functional Area

. Date: 03/1 g/1 999
Tfme: 13:41:47.

Type Codes:

BU Bulletin

CDR Construction

DEV Deviation

EEI Escalated Enforcement Item

IFI Inspector follow.up item

LER Licensee Event Report

LIC "
Licensing Issue

MISC Miscellaneous

MV Minos Violation

NCV NonCited Violation

NEG Negative .

NOED Nolice of Enforcement Discretion

NON Notice of Non.Conformance

P21 Part21

POS Positive

SGI Safeguard Event Report
STR Strength
URI Unresolved item

VIO Violation

WK Weakness

Legend

Template Codes:

1A Normal Operations
1B Operations During Transients
1C Programs and Processes
2A Equipment Condition

2B Programs and Processes

3A Work Per/ormance

3B KSA

3C Work Environment

4A Design
48 Engineering Support
4C Programs and Processes

5A Identification

L

SB Analysis
5C Resotution

ID Codes:
NRC NRC

Self Self.Reveated

Licensee Licensee

Functional Areas:
OPS Operations
MAINT Maintenance
ENG Engineering
PLTSUP Plant Support

[OTHER Other

EEls are apparent violations of NRC Requirements that ase being considesed for escalated enforcemenl action in accordance with the "General Statement of Policy and Procedure for NRC
'n/orcement Action" (Enforcement Policy), NUREG-1600. However, the NRC has not reached its final enforcement decision on the issues identified by the EEls and the PIM entries may be

modified when the final decisions are made.

URls are unresolved items about which more information is required to determine whether the issue in question is an acceplable item, a deviation. a nonconformance, or a violation. A URI may
also be a potential violation that is not tikely to be considered for escalated enforcement action. However. the NRC has not reached its final conclusions on the issues, and the pIM entries may be
modified when the linal concfusions are made.

Item Type (Compliance.Followup.Other). From 03/01/1998 To 01/31/1999



PLANT ISSUES MATRIX
DC Cook

3/18/1999

SearCh SOrtedby Date (OeSCending) and SMM COdeS (ASCending): SearCh COIumn a SALP; SALP Area i Ot)eratiOIIS: Beginning Date e 3/I/t998': Ending Oate ~ '3/30/t999

DATE TYPE SOURCE ID BY 'SALP SMM CODES DESCRIPTION

1 8/27/1998 Negative

2 8/27/1998 . Positive

3 8/27/1998 Negative

4 8/27/1998 Negative

5 8/27/1998 EEI

IR 98016

IR 98016

IR 98016

IR 98016

IR 98016

NRC Operations 1A

NRC Operations 1A

NRC Operations 1B

NRC Operations'A 2B

NRC Operations 5A 5C

Page 1 of 5

During control room observations the inspectors determined that the
licensee's cortlingency planning for lhe loss of the remaining train of
Residual Heat Removal {RHR) did not clearly address the least risk
significant course of action. Because the contingency action was not
clear, uncertainty existed among operators as to which action should be
taken in lhe event the remaining train of decay heat removal was lost.
The remaining train of RHR was not lost and the licensee restored
operability to both trains of RHR. (Section 01.2)

A shift Technical Advisor demonstrated a good questioning attitude when
he challenged the adequacy of compensatory measures contained in a
surveillance procedure during a surveillance test. The compensatory
measures provided guidance to prevent plant operators from removing
both trains of the component cooling water system from service. (Section
01.1a)

A revjew ol the cause for a higher than expected value for calculated
Pressurizer delta. T determined that, following the removal from service of
the west Component Cooling Water (CCW) pump and the placement of
the east CCW pump into operation, CCW system flow increased,
resulting in lower Volume Control Tank temperature. The review also
determined that control room operators did not monitor plant parameters
closely enough to detect the change in Pressurizer delta.t, resulting in
exceeding procedural limits. Technical Specification limits were not
exceeded. {Section 01.1b)

Durillga rouline review of lhe conlrol room caulion tag logs, the
inspectors identified a number of tags that were still hanging even thoug
the issues listed on the tag had been resolved. A quality assurance audit
had previousty identified a discrepancy between two procedures, one
which required monthly reviews of the caulion tag logs and one which
excluded the review during outages. The inspectors identified that the
licensee's correclive action to eliminate the discrepancy was not
imptemented in a timety manner. (Section 01.3)

The licensee had previously identified that their Correclive Action
Program was ineffective. Reviews of current Condition Reports by NRC
inspectors determined that additional changes to correct the ineffective
program were required and were being performed by the licensee.
(Section 07.1)



PLANT ISSUES MATRIX
DC Cook

3/18/1999

Search Sortedby Date (Descending) and SMM Codes (Ascending): Search Colunrn c SALP': SALp Area = 'Operations: 8eginning Date i '3/1/1998'; Ending Date ~ '3/30/1999'

DATE TYPE SOURCE ID BY SALP SMM CODES DESCRIPTION

6 7/16/1998 Negative

7 6/11/1998 Positive

8 6/11/1998 Negative

9 6/11/1998 Negative

10 6/11/1998 Positive

IR 98015

IR 98012

IR 98012

IR 98012

IR 98012

NRC Operations 1C

NRC Operations 1A

NRC Operations 1A

NRC Operations 1A

NRC Operations 1A 5A

The inspectors identified that the licensee was inappropriately entering
and exiling an administrative Limiting Condition for Opeiation (LCO)
whenever the outside air temperature exceeded 88oF. The licensed
operators had questioned whether this was a conservalive practice but
had not taken actions to resolve their questions or to ask lor management
assistance. The inspectors'eview of other licensee entries into TS
LCOs delermined there appeared to be an appropriate use of LCO lime
clocks (Section 01.2).

During routine evo'lutions, the inspectors noted that the operators were
attentive to their panels and to annunciators. During special evolutions,
such as the reactor coolant system partial drain down for maintenance,
the inspectors observed that good quality pre-job briefings were held
(Section 01.1).

Several days prior to a RCS drain down, the inspectors determined the
licensee had planned lo drain down the RCS to approximately 1 to 2 lect
above the reactor vessel flange. The inspectors'eview of the operating
procedure determined the procedure did not address draining down to 1

. to 2 feet above the flange. Prior to draining the RCS, the licensee
changed its plans lor the RCS draindown to be consistent with the drain
down procedure (Section 01.2)

The inspeclors delermined that command and control of the operating
shifts during Modes 5 and 6 was not well defined with the Unit Supervisor
out of the control room. In addition the inspectors determined that lhe
procedure addressing absence of the Unit Supervisor was weak. In

response to the inspector's questions, the licensee provided guidance lor
limits on the duration of absence and whereabouts of Ihe Unit Supervisor
and who was in charge during the Unit Supervisor's absence from the
control room (Section 01.3).

During a drain down of the reactor coolant system'(RCS), the inspeclors
observed the operators stop lhe drain down upon observing a
discrepancy between RCS level indicators. Even though the procedure
allowed the drain down to continue for severat more feet, the operating
shill decided to stop lhe evolution until instrumentation and control
personnel could identify the cause. This was indicative of a conservative
operating philosophy (Section 01.2).

Page2of 5
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DC Cook

3/1 8/1 999

Search Sortedby Date tDescending) and SMM Codes (Ascending): Search column = 'SALP; SALP Area i Operations; Beginning Oate i 3/t/1998: Ending Date ~ '3/30/1999C3~¹ DATE TYPE SOURCE ID BY SALP SMM CODES DESCRIPTION

11 6/11/1998 Negative

12 6/11/1998 Negalive

13 5/14/1998 Positive

14 5/14/1998 Positive

15 5/14/1998 Positive

IR 98012

IR 98012

IR 98305

IR 98305

IR 98305

NRC Operations 1C

NRC Operations 1C

NRC Operations 1C

NRC Operations 1C 3B

NRC Operations 1C 3B

The inspectors determined lhat prompt operabilily determinations for
action requests and condition reports were weak and contained
inconsistent documentation. The licensee had recently identified the
need to provide additional guidance and training and was revising their
process for performing operability determinations (Section 03.2).

The licensee's procedural guidance for the required position of ventilation
system hand switches to support the operabilily of certain safety. related
components was weak. The procedures for the normal lineup of safety.
related components had ventilation guidance that was inconsistent
between systems. The procedure addressing ventilation contained
erroneous guidance allowing hand switches to be placed in off withoul
addressing equipment operability (Section 03.1).

With the exception of several of the operating JPM follow up questions,
the facility examination development team provided a balanced,
acceptable JPM examinalion tool for evaluating applicant competency.
Several of the submitled follow up questions were not useful for
determining applicant competency. (Section 05.3)

Wilh the exception of lhe one administralive JPM rejected by examiners,
facility instructors provided a balanced, acceptable examination tool to
evaluate applicant competency. The applicants appeared well prepared
for this portion of the test. (Section 05.2)

The facility's examinalion development team provided NRC examiners
with a comprehensive, balanced dynamic simulator examinalion tool for
evaluating applicant competency. The applicants appeared well prepare
for the examination and exhibited strengths in several areas identified as

weaknesses during the July 1997 examination the applicants failed.
(Section 05.4)

l6 5/14/1998 Positive IR 98305

17 4/27/1998 V(0/SL-IV IR 98008 NRC Operations 1A 3A 3B

NRC Operations 1C 3B All applicants passed their respective retake examinations and were
issued a Senior Reactor Operator's or Reaclor Operator's license.

The inspectors delermined lhat the continuous use procedure covering
planl heatup for Unit 2 was not known by the operators to be in effect,
was not readily avaifable, and was not in use. A violation for failure to
foltow procedure was identified (Section 01.2).

Page3of 5





PLANT ISSUES MATRIX 3/1 8/1 999

DC Cook
SearchSortedbyoate(Descending)andSMMCodes{Ascending): Soarchcolurnn ~ SALp: SALPArea = 'Operations: Oeginningoate ~ 3/t/1998; EndingOate '3/30/t999'

DATE TYPE SOURCE ID BY SALP SMM CODES DESCRIPTION.

18 4/27/1998 Negative

19 4/27/1998 URI

IR 98008

IR 98007

NRC Operations 1C 2A

NRC Operations 2A

The licensee's procedure providing guidance for ventilation equipment
required to support Technical Specification (TS) equipment was weak.
The procedure addressed a complete failure of the ventilation equipment
but failed lo address degraded performance issues. A review ol licensee
documentation failed to identify any examples of inoperable TS
equipment as a result of the weak procedure (Section 01.3).

During routine walkdowns of selected engineered safety features
systems, lhe inspectors identified some equipment in poor material
condition. Examples of items identified included bent and dirty motor air
inlet screens on the residual heat removal (RHR) pumps, missing bolts on
the conlainment hydrogen mixing system (CEQ) and electrical junctions
boxes with gaps on the CEQ system. The inspectors conctuded that
these material condition issues did not render the CEQ system
inoperable. An unresolved item was opened to address the analysis ol
Ihe open junction box on the operability of the CEQ system (Section
02.1).

Page4ol 5



GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF PIM TABLE LABELS
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DATE

TYPE

A counter number used for NRC internal editing.

The date ol the event or signilicant issue. For those items that have a clear date of occunence uso the actual date. If the actual date is not known, use the date
the. issue was identitied. For issues that do not have an actual date or a date ol identification. use lhe LER-or inspection report date.

The categorization ol the issue - see the TYPE. ITEM CODE table.

SOURCE

ID BY

SALP

The document that contains the issue infomtation: IR Ior NRC Inspection Report or LER tor Lice»see Event Report.

Identification of who discovered the issue - see table.

SALP Functional Area Codes - Engineering, Maintenance. Operations, Plant Support and AIUMultiple{i.e.. more than one SALP area alfected).

SMM CODES Senior Manager Meeting Codes - see table.

DESCRIPTION Details of the issue from the LER texl or from the IR Executive Summaries.

DEV

EEI'ER

Llcen sin
Misc
NCV

Ne atlve
Posilive
Stren th
URI"
VIO/SL-I
VIO/SL-II
VIO/SL-III
VIO/SL-IV

Weakness

TYPE ITEM CODE

Deviation from NRC Re uirements
Escalated Discretion- No Civil Penatt

Escalated Enforcemenl Issue . Waitin Final NRC Action
License Event Re ort to the NRC
Licensin Issue from NRR
Miscellaneous Emer enc Pre aredness Findin, etc.
Non-Cited Violation
Individual Poor Licensee Performance
Individual Good Licensee Perlormance
Overall Stron Licensee Performance
Unresolved Ins ection Item

Notice of Violalion - Severit Level I

Notice ol Violation - Severit Level II

Nolice ol Violation - Severit Level III

Notice ol Violation - Severit Level IV

Overall Weak Licensee Performance

Licensee The licensed utilit

ID BY

NRC The Nuclear Re ulato Commission
Self-Revealed identification b an event {e, e ui ment breakdown)

Identification unknownOther

NOTES

EEIs are apparent violations ol NRC
requirements that are being considered for
escalated enforcement action in accordance
with lhe General Statement of Policy and
Procedure for NRC Enforcement Action
(Enforcement Policy), NUREG-1600.
However. the NRC has not reached its final
enforcement decision on lhe issues
identified by the EEls and the PIM entries
may be modified when the final decisions
are made. Before the NRC makes ils
entorcement decision, the licensee willbe
provided with an opportunity lo either
(I) respond to Ihe apparent violation or
(2) requesl a predecisional enforcement

conference." URls are unresolved items about which
nioro information is required to determine
whether the issue in questionis an
acceptable item, a deviation, a
nonconformance, or a violation. However,
the NRC has not reached its final
conclusions on the issues. and the PIM
entries may be modified when the final
conclusions are made.

SENIOR MANAGEMENTMEETING CODES

Operahonal Performance:
A - Normal
8 - During Transients
C - Programs and Processes

Material Condition:
A - Equipment Condition
8 - Programs and Processes

Human Performance:
A - Work Performance
B - Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities
C ~ Work Environment

Engineering/Design:
A - Design
B - Engineering Support
C - Programs and Processes

Problem tdentification and Resolution:
A - Identification
B ~ Anatysis
C - Resolution
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PLANT ISSUES MATRIX 3/18/1999

DC Cook
Search Sortedby Date (Descending) and SMM Codes (Ascending): Search Colurnrr = 'SALP': SALp Area ~ Maintenance; Beginning Date = 3/t/t998; Ending Date ~ '3/30/l999'-

¹ DATE TYPE SOURCE ID BY SALP SMM CODES DESCRIPTION

2 8/27/1998 Negalive IR 98016 NRC Maintenance 2B

8/27/1998 Negative IR 98016 NRC Maintenance 2A 3A Overall, maintenance work was performed using approved work
procedures and rellected good maintenance practices. However, the
licensee identified two maintenance errors: a wrong valve was cut oul on
the Unit 2 main condenser and a maintenance test resulted in an
electrical arc on the 2CD auxiliary transformer supplemental cooling
system circuitry. These events challenged the adequacy of the corrective
actions in progress to improve the work control program and indicaled
that room for improvement remains. (Section M1.1)

The inspectors concluded that the work control process weaknesses
identified in 1996 still exist. Past observations, recent observations, and
licensee sell-assessments indicated that the weaknesses have not been
corrected. The inspectors did nol identify any specific examples where
these weaknesses resulted in a risk significant issue. However, the
inspectors noted that the licensee's operations personnel were repeatedly
challenged to ensure that safety margins were maintained. (Section
M1.3)

3 8/27/1 998 NCV IR 98016 NRC Maintenance 2B While lining up the fire water tanks in preparation for a test, the suction
source for all three fire pumps was isolated, resulting in the automatic
start ol all ol the fire pumps. The inspectors concluded Ihat the auxiliary
equipment operator was directed to use lhe engineering test procedure to

align the lire water tanks. an activity for which the test procedure was no'I

intended. (Seclion M1.2)

4 8/27/1998 Positive

5 8/27/1998 Positive

IR 98016

IR 98016

NRC Maintenance

NRC Maintenance

2B 5A 5C

2B SA 5C

Repair crews showed good attention to detail during follow up ice basket
inspections which identilied additional damage to lhe ice baskets. The
licensee took prompt action to determine and correct the causes of the
original inspections which had missed some ice basket sections needing
repair. (Section M1.5)

Ice project personnel idenlilied shorlcomings in the conlrol of ice bagged
for olf-site storage, and prompt corrective actions were implemented.
Foreign material exclusion practices were improved to provide assurance
that the ice would be of Ihe required quality when loaded into the Unit 1

ice condenser. The physical security of the ice during transport and
storage was.itnproved to maintain control over the ice during all phases of

the work. (Section M1..4)
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PLANT ISSUES MATRIX 3/18/1999

DC Cook
SearchSortedbyOatetOescending)andSMMCodesfAscendiltg): SenrchColurnn = SALP: SALPArea = Maintennrrcc; Beginning Date = 3/t/1998: Ending Date = '3/30/1999CZ~¹ DATE TYPE SOURCE ID BY SALP SMM CODES DESCRIPTION

6 8/27/1998 Positive

7 7/16/1998 Negalive

8 7/16/1998 Negalive

9 7/16/1998 Negative

10 6/11/1998 VIO/SL-IV

IR 98016

IR 98015

IR 98015

IR 98015

IR 98012

NRC Maintenance 2A

NRC - Mainlenance 2B 2A

NRC Mainlenance 2B 3C

NRC Maintenance 2B 5A 3A

NRC Maintenance 2B 5C 2A Inspeclion and repair work to restore damaged and out of specification
components for the Unit 1 ice condenser appeared affective and
comprehensive. The decision lo melt Ihe ice in both ice condensers
facilitated elfeclive inspection and repair, which demonstrated the
licensee's commitment to a quality repair effort for the ice condensers.
However, as a consequence of engineering and maintenance staff
inexperience-with this non-routine evolution (ice conderiser melt oui),
water was enlrained within the concrete ice bed subfloor of Unit 1.

Lessons learned from Unil 1, enabled the licensee to implement actions
that prevented substantive water intrusion into lhe Unit 2 lloor. (Section
M2.1)

The inspectors concluded that the licensee staff responded appropriately
to mitigate lhe consequences of an oil leak in the Unit 2 main turbine
lubricating oil cooler. However, the inspectors concluded that this leak
was caused by equipment material condition probfems (Section M2.2).

CO2 was inadvertenlly discharged into the auxiliary building crane bay.
Use of a procedure intended Ior operability testing of lhe CO2 syslem as
the post maintenance testing was identified by the licensee as a

significant conlributor to the incident. An investigation was promptly
initiated and interim preventive actions taken. A formal root cause
investigation is being conducted to evaluate this event (Section M4.1).

Steady progress was being made in repairs to the ice condensers in both
units. Some instances ol foreign material intrusion into the ice making ~
system were quickly identified and corrected. Initial lapses in command
and control which resulted in minor scheduled impacts were part of the
reason the licensee assigned additional project management (Section
M2.1).

The inspectors identified that the job order used for fillingice bags did not

contain delailed instruclions or assign crew responsibilities and was not

appropriate lo the circumstances. A violation of 10 CFR Part 50,
Appendix B. fnslructions, Procedures, and Drawings was issued (Seclion

M1.2).
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PLANT ISSUES MATRIX .

DC Cook

3/18/1999

searchsorledbyDaretDescending)andsMMcodes(Ascending): searchcolurnn = sALp; sALpArea = Mainlenance': 13egiAlgngoale = 3/1/1998': Ending Dale = '3/30/1999'

DATE TYPE SOURCE ID BY 'SALP SMM CODES DESCRIPTION

11 6/11/1998 Negative

12 6/11/1998 Negative

13 6/11/1 998 Negative

14 6/I «I ee8 vfo/sL-Iv

IR 98012

IR 98012

IR 98012

IR 98012

NRC Maintenance 3A 2B

NRC Maintenance 3A 5A

NRC Maintenance 3B 3A

NRC Mainlenance 5C 1C

On May 5, 1998, while lining up the fire syslem suction source in
preparation lor a routine surveillance, an auxiliary equipment operator
inadvertently isolated both fire water tanks, resulting in the automatic stan
of all three fire pumps. A root cause investigation team assigned by
licensee management to investigate this incident had not yet issued a
linal report. An inspection followup item was opened pending the
inspectors'eview of the team's report (Section M1.3).

Licensee contractor personnel identified that they had a wrong unit error
and inadvertently worked on a Unit 1 valve instead of a Unit 2 valve. The
wrong unit error occurred on the non-safely-related portion of the
feedwaler system while the system was cooled down and depressurized.
Licensee management met with the contractor senior management and
the contraclor management informed the licensee of the seriousness in
which they were taking the error (Section M1.1).

During a contractor performed freeze seal on a non.safety-related portion.
of the non-essential service water system (NESW), licensee employees
failed to take the temperature data required by the job order. The
licensee employees assumed that they could transfer the contractor's
data after the work had been performed. However, when the licensee
maintenance workers attempted lo copy the conlraclor's data after the
freeze seal had been, thawed, they determined that the contractor's
procedure did not require recording temperature data at every location
that the licensee's job order required (Section M1.1).

Due lo a failure lo adequately correct a previous occurrence, the licensee
performed an expected plant cooldown and failed to comply with
surveillance requirements designed to monitor tile formation of a gas
bubble in the reactor vessel head. Inconsistent procedures, inattenlion to
detail, and a large nulnber ol items in the open items log contributed to
the repeat failure lo follow lhe procedural requiremenls. A violation for
inadequate corrective action was issued (Section M7.1).

15 5/21/1998 Positive IR 98010 NRC Maintenance 4B 5B 5C The independent determination of the ultrasonic examination capability
for the part length control rod housings was considered a sound
engineering decision. Since other sites had previously perlormed
comparable inspections without this determination, the licensee
demonstrated a positive commitment to safety.
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DC Cook
Search Sorted by Date (Descending) and SMM Codes (Ascending): Scorch Colrrlrill s SAI.P: SAt.P Area t/t;lirllellalrce: OegirlllillgDale 3/1/t 998: Ending Dale ~ '3/30/1999'

DATE TYPE SOURCE ID BY SALP SMM CODES DESCRIPTION

16 5/21/1998 Positive IR 98010 NRC Maintenance 5A 4B Examinations of the Unit 2 part fenglh control rod housings were
accomplished in accordance with the Electric Power Research Institute
demonstrated procedure, using the same equipment and essential
variables.

17 4/27/1998 URI

18 4/27/1998 EE I

19 4/27/1998 Negative

20 4/27/1998 Misc

IR 98007

IR 98007

IR 98007

IR 98007

NRC Mainle nance 2A 2B

NRC Maintenance 2A 2B 5A

NRC Maintenance 2A 5A

NRC Maintenance 2B

The inspectors identified duct tape as being used as an installation aid
that did not appear to be properly controlled by procedure. In addition,
during a review of lhe installation procedure lor the divider deck barrier
seals, the inspectors identified a step which appeared to authorize a
blanket bypass of the 10 CFR 50.59 process. Addilional information was
required lo resolve the questions and two unresolved items were issued
(Section M1 4).

During a review of the Technical Specification (TS) surveillances on the
hydrogen recombiner, the inspectors identified: 1) an apparent violation
lor declaring the recombiner operable wilh recorded data which exceeded
the TS limils, 2) an apparent violation for an inadequate procedure which
failed to measure resistance to ground immediately following the heat up
test, 3) an apparent violation for a procedure which caused inconsistent
performance of TS suweillances, and 4) an apparent violation for failure
lo correct a previously identified condition regarding preconditioning of
equipment prior to a surveillance test (Section M1.2).

As noted in Sections 02.1, 02.2, 02.3, 02.4, and M1.2, the inspectors
identilied a number of material condition issues. Most of the issues had
nol been recognized by licensee personnel and were long-standing
(Section M2).

During a review of the surveillance testing program for the distributed
ignition system the inspeclors determined lhe licensee was performing
surveillance test of measuring vollage and current of the igniters. The
need to conduct visuat verification of igniter energization or to measure
igniter temperature was identified as an inspection followup item (Section
M1.3).
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3/18/1 999

search sortedby Date (Descending) and sMM codes (Ascending): searcli cotemn = sALp; sALP Area = 'Maintenance; Beginning Date ~ 3/1/1999': Ending Date ~
'3/30/1999'HZ

¹ DATE TYPE SOURCE ID BY. SALP SMM CODES DESCRIPTION

21 4/27/1 998 VIO/SL-IV

22 3/19/1998 ~ Negative

23 3/19/1998 . EEI

24 3/19/1998 EEI

25 3/19/1998 EEI

26 3/19/1998 EEI

IR 98008

IR 98005

IR 98005

IR 98005

IR 98005

IR 98005

NRC Maintenance 3A 2A

NRC Maintenance 2A 2B 3A

NRC Maintenance 2B 1A

NRC Maintenance 2B 2A

NRC Maintenance 2B 2A

NRC Maintenance 2B 2A

The inspectors determined that during the installation of a minor
modification (MM) in March 1997, the contract workers installing MM-438

on the 1 CD emergency diesel generator loosened and improperly
reinstalled the exhaust manifold bracket bolting without the jam nuts as

required by the job order. This improper bolting configuration could have

led to a failure on that engine similar to the exhaust manifold bracket
failure which caused the 2 AB D/G to become inoperable for repairs. The ~
failure to install jam nuts in accordance with the job order was a violation

of TS 6.8.1 (Section M2.1).

The ice condenser was degraded to a poor state of materiel condition

such that the operabilily ol the ice condenser was in question. (Section

M2.1)

Eight apparent violations of 10 CFR 50 Appendix B (three Criterion V, four

Criterion XI, and one Criterion Vll)and two violations of technical

specifications (TS) were identified pertaining to inadequate surveillance

testing of the ice condenser. Specifically, these violations pertained to

inadequate instructions, inadequate acceptance limits, inadequate control

of contractors, failure to implement TS requirements and entry into an

unanalyzed condition for ice condenser surveillance testing. (Section

M1.1)

Three apparent violations of 10 CFR 50 Appendix B, Criterion XVIwere

identified lor the licensee's failure to identify conditions adverse to quality.

Conditions not previously identilied by the licensee in the ice condenser

included: blocked flow passages, missing ice segments, dented/buckled ~
basket webbing, unweighable ice baskets, and nonencapsulated
insulation. (Section M2.1)

Collectively, the apparent violalions associated with surveillance testing

activities represented a breakdown in the surveillance testing program for

the ice condenser. (Section M1.1)

Two examples of an apparent violation of 10 CFR 50 Appendix B,

Criterion V were identified for the licensee's failure to follow the procedure

change process for changes made to completed surveillance tests.

(Section M1.1)
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PLANT ISSUES MATRIX
DC Cook

3/1 8/1 999

Search Sorted by Oate (Descending) and SMM Codes (Ascending): Sea~eh Cotumrt = SALP: SALP Area

¹ DATE TYPE SOURCE ID BY. SALP SMM CODES

Engineering t Beginning Date = 3/t/1998: Ending Date = '3/30/1999

DESCRIPTION

1 8/27/1998 Positive

2 6/11/1998 Negative

3 6/11/1998 Negative

4 5/7/1998 Negative

5 5/7/1998 Negative

6 5/7/1998 Negative

IR 98016

IR 98012

IR 98012

IR 98004

IR 98004
IR 98004

IR 98004

NRC Engineering 4B

NRC Engineering 4B

NRC Engineering 'C 5A

NRC Engineering 4A 4B

NRC Engineering 4B

NRC Engineering 4B 3B 4C

Licensee engineering personnel were involved in the assessments,
repairs, and modifications lo the ice condenser. Extensive involvement of
engineering was noted by lhe inspectors during their assessment of the
ice condenser corrective actions. (Section E1)

The inspectors determined that the procedural guidance which controlled
the ventilation requirements for safely-related equipment was weak. The
guidance within the procedure was provided by Engineering Department
personnel. Engineering Departmenl personnel did not adequately
consider the consequences ol inoperable ventilation equipment when
providing guidance to a procedure utilized by the Operations Department
{Section F1.1).

The inspectors determined thai Ihe System Engineering Review Board
(SERB) and the Restart Oversight Committee (ROC) appeared to be
doing an effective job of reviewing the items identified by the system
engineers; Itowever, there was a failure to comply with the SERB charter.
This resulted in the initial failure of the Restart List to rellect the shared
concerns of Operations, Maintenance and Engineering. The inspectors
discussed observations of this failure with licensee management several
limes before elfective corrective actions were taken (Section E7.1).

The containment spray heat exchanger room heat gain calculation used
design inpul values which were not consistent with the Updaled Final
Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR). This could result in the containment
spray heal exchanger room temperature limits being exceeded during
certain accident scenarios (Section S2.2.b.1.10).

Several calcufalions appeared to be obsolete but were slill identified as
valid calculations in the calculation index. A condition report was initiated
lo address calculation conlrol issues (Seclion S2.2).

The licensee did nol recognize that lhe refueling water storage tank
(RWST) low level alarm setpoint change was a change to the plant. As a

result, procedure specific safety evaluations were not performed (Section
S5.2).
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PLANT ISSUES MATRIX
DC Cook

3/18/1999

searchsortedbyoate(Descending)andsMMcodes(Ascending): searchcolulnll s sALP: sALPArea = Eogirreerirrg: oeginningoale = '3/t/1998; Endingoate =
'3/30/1999'f

DATE TYPE SOURCE ID BY. SALP SMM CODES DESCRIPTION

7 5/7/1 998 EE I

8 5/7/1998 EEI

IR 98004

IR 98004

NRC . Engineering 4B 4C

NRC Engineering 4B 4C

The inspectors concluded that, overall, the licensee successfully
completed job order activities and modifications to the Unit 1 and Unit 2
recirculation sump to re-install sump roof vent holes and add foreign
material exclusion devices lo prevent foreign material from entering the
recirculation sump. However, the inspectors identified three (3) apparent
violations of 10 CFR 50.59 where 10 CFR 50.59 screenings were not
completed as required due to the licensee not recognizing that the plant
design was being changed (Section C2.2).

The inspectors were concerned that safety evaluations continue to have
deficiencies. Seven (7) apparent violations of 10 CFR 50.59 were
identified. Two (2) of these examples were previously reviewed by AEP
staff during the short term assessment reviews and were found to be
acceptable. The inspectors concluded that weaknesses still exist in the
safely evaluation program (Sections C2.2, S2.4 and S5.2).

~ 9 5/7/1998 Negative

10 5/7/1998 Negative

IR 98004

IR 98004

NRC Engineering 4B

NRC Engineering 4B

4C 3B

4C 3B

The licensee's 50.59 reviewer qualification training did not treat
anticipated transienls without scram and station blackout scenarios as
accidents requiring the same level of review as UFSAR Chapter 14

accident scenarios. This was considered a weakness (Section S5.1).

Initial corrective actions implemented for the installation of teak collection
devices appeared to be reasonable, however, leak collection devices
were recently installed under the RWST overllow pipe without following
the temporary modilication procedure. It appeared that other contractor
personnel v/ere not properly informed that leak detection devices were
considered a change to the plant. As such, the previous correclive
actions did not preclude repetition (Section S7.2).

11 5/7/1998 Misc IR 98004

12 5/7/1998 Positive . IR 98004

NRC Et tginee ring 4C 5C

NRC Engineering SA 4B

The inspeclors concluded that the root causes applied to the CAL items
and programmatic weaknesses, such as calculation control, were
appropriate. However. AEP submittals to the NRC identified potential
AEP to Westinghouse interface weaknesses (Section S2.1).

The licensee was adequately addressing other plant processes that could

bypass the design control process. The review identified several
processes, such as action requests, that had implemented changes to lhe

plant (Section S2.3.b.3),
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PLANT ISSUES MATRIX
DC Cook

3/1 8/1999

SearChscrledbyOatetoeSCending)andSMMCOdeS(ASCending): SearChCO!urnn a 'SALP': SALPArea a Errgtneering; Oeginningoate e 3/t/l998: EndingOate =
'ar30/t999'f

DATE TYPE SOURCE ID BY SALP SMM CODES DESCRIPTION

13 5/7/1998 Negative IR 98004 NRC Engineering 5A 4C The inspectors concluded that due to quality assurance (QA) organization
audit methodology weaknesses, the licensee's QA organization did not
identify the extent of the problems identified by the AE design inspection
team (Section S7.1).

14 4/27/1998 EEI

15 4/27/1998 URI

16 4/27/I 998 UR I

17 4/27/1998 Misc

IR 98007

IR 98007

IR 98007

IR 98008

NRC Engineering 4A

NRC Engineering 4A 2A 5B

NRC Engineering 4B

NRC Engineering 2A During a review of power operated relief valve (PORV) operability, lhe
inspectors identilied a 2-year period in which one PORV did not have an.
operable backup air supply. Following consultation with the Ollice of
Nuclear Reactor Regulation, it was determined that the operability of the
PORVs depends upon the operabilily of the associated backup air

supply. An apparent violation was issued for a failure to comply with TS
requiremenls upon discovery of an inoperabfe PORV (Section E8.1).

During an assessment of the distributed ignition system (DIS), the
inspectors identified an unresolved item on the whether the DIS was
required for beyond design basis accidents. The inspectors also
identified inspector Iollowup items on the initiating signals used to

manually actuate DIS, possible water impingement on the DIS, and-
drawing discrepancies from the as-built configuration (Section 02.2).

During a routine plant tour, the inspectors identified loose hold down nuts

on some of the divider deck barrier missile blocks. The licensee informed
the inspectors that while these particular bolts were not known to be

loose, this was a repetitive probtem and had been evaluated. As of the
end of the report period, the licensee was unable to find the evaluation.

Pending the review of the evatuation, this issue remained unresolved
(Seclion 02.3).

For tltose ilems sampled, the inspectors determined that the System
Engineering Review Board (SERB) and Restart Oversight Committee

(ROC) appropriately determined whether the item was required to be
corrected prior to restart of the units. However, the ROC appeared to

perform only a minimal review and assessmenl on those items the SERB

did not recommend be corrected prior to restart (Section E7.1).
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DC Cook
Search Sortedby Date(Descending) and SMM Codes Ascendin ): SearchColumn = SAI.P; SAt.p Area = Engineering; Beginning Date a 3/t/1998: Ending Date a '3/30/1999

¹ DATE TYPE SOURCE ID BY SALP SMM CODES DESCRIPTION

18 4/27/1998 EE I IR 98007 NRC Engineering 48 4C During followup to a licensee identified blockage of a CEQ line, the
licensee identified low flow rates in other lines and trains of both

units'EQ

systems. The licensee determined that the low flow rates were
attributed to the system design, inadequate pre-operational tests, and the
failure to maintain a proper distribulion of system llows. An apparent
violation v/as identified for the faifure to comply with 10 CFR 50.59
(Section E1.1)

19 4/27/1998 VIO/SL.IV IR 98008 NRC Engineering 58 The licensee's investigation report into lhe exhaust manifold bracket .
failure on the 2 AB emergency diesel generator (2 AB D/G) did not
document the root cause for the missing jam nuts ori the 1 CD and 2 AB
D/Gs. The inspectors concluded that appropriate corrective actions for
this significant condition adverse to quality could not be implemented
without an adequate root cause determination. A violation of 10 CFR Part
50, Appendix 8, Criterion XVI,was identified (Section 07.1).

20 4/15/1998 EEI

21 4/15/1998 EE I

22 4/15/1998 EE I

IR 98009

IR 98009

IR 98009

NRC Engineering 4A 48

NRC Engineering 4A 48

NRC Engineering 4A 48

An apparent violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix 8, Criterion III,was
identified pertaining to lhe failure to correclly translate the 'li inch
recirculation sump roof vent hole design into specifications, drawings,
procedures, and instructions. Specifically. the vent holes were plugged
without verifying their design basis. (Section E8.31)

An apparent violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix 8, Criterion III, was
identified pertaining to the failure to correctly translate CCW heal
exchanger design flow into specifications, drawings, procedures, and
inslructions. Specilically, the cooldown analysis and operating
procedures used a CCW flow that exceeded the UFSAR design value.
{Section E8.14)

An apparent violation ol 10 CFR 50, Appendix 8, Criterion III,was
identified pertaining lo the failure to correctly translate ~/. inch containmenl
sutnp particulate retention requirements into specifications, drawings.
procedures, and instructions. Specifically, the containment sump screen
sections contained ~h inch gaps and the '!~ inch sump roof vent holes
were not'covered with screening material. (Section E8.8)
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PLANT ISSUES MATRIX
DC Cook

3/1 8/1 999

Search Sorted by Date (Descending) and SMM Codes IAscending): Searctt Column = SAt.P; SAI.P Area

I DATE TYPE SOURCE ID BY SALP SMM CODES

Engineering: eeginning Date = 3/1/t998': Ending Dale =

'3/30/t999'ESCRIPTION

23 4/15/1998 EEI

24 4/15/1998 EEI

25 4/15/1998 EEI

26 4/15/1998 EEI

27 4/15/1998 EE I

28 4/15/1998 EEI

IR 98009

IR 98009

IR 98009

IR 98009

IR 98009

IR 98009

NRC Engineering 4A 4B

NRC Engineering 4A 4B

NRC Engineering 4A 4B

NRC Engineedng 4A 4B

NRC Engineering 4A 4B

NRC Engineering 4B 4C

Page5of 8

An apparent violation ol 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion III, was
identified pertaining to the failure to correctly translate containment water
inventory requirements into specifications, drawings, procedures, and
instructions. Specilically, it was not demonstrated that sufficient water
could be recovered during a design basis accident to prevent pump
vortexing. (Section E8.6) .

An apparent violation ol 10 CFR 50, Appendix B. Criterion III, was
idenlilied pertaining to the failure to verify or check the adequacy of ECP
Nos. 1-2-N3-01, CNTMT Sump Water Level Indication, 1-RPC-14 and 2-

RPC-14, "Containment/Containment Sump Level." Specifically, post-
accideht containmenl environment effects were not incorporated in the
uncertainty analysis. (Section E8.5)

An apparent violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion III, was
identified pertaining lo the (ailure to.correctly translate RWST Appendix R

inventory requirements into specifications, drawings, procedures, and
instructions. Specifically, calculation No. TH-90-02, "RCS Volume Make-

up Required After Appendix R Fire," RWST volume requiremen'ts were
not incorporated into procedure No. PMP-4100, "Plant Shutdown Safety
and Risk Management. (Section E8.18)

An apparent violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion III,was
identified pertaining to the failure to verity or check the adequacy ol
Engineering Control Procedure (ECP) calculation Nos. 1-RCP-09 and 2-

RCP-09, "RWST Level. Specifically, the suction pipe entrance head
losses and Bernoulli velocity head losses were not included in the
uncertainty analysis. (Section E8.1)

An apparent violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion III, was
identified pertaining to lhe failure to verify or check the adequacy of ECP

Nos. 1-CG-39 and 2.CG-39, "Refueling Water Storage Tank Level.
Specifically, vortexing (air entrainment) was not addressed when the
RWST low.low level setpoint was developed. (Section E8.3)

An apparent violation of 10 CFR 50.59, "Changes, Tests, and
Experiments," was identified for not performing a safety evalualion Ior
residual heat removal operation without automatic overpressure
protection as described in UFSAR Section 9.3, Residual Heat Removal
System." (Section E8.34)



P LANT ISSU ES. MATRIX
DC Cook

3/1 8/1 999

Search Sortedby Oate (Descending) and SMM Codes IAscending): Search Column = SALP: SALP. Area e Engineerrrrg: Beginning Date a 3/t/t998: Ending Date a 3/30/t999'

DATE TYPE SOURCE ID BY SALP SMM CODES DESCRIPTION

29 4/1 5/1998 EE I

30 4/15/1 998 EEI

31 4/1 5/1998 EEI

32 4/15/1998 EEI

33 4/15/1998 EEI

34 4/15/1998 EEI

IR 98009

IR 98009

IR
98009'R

98009

IR 98009

IR 98009

NRC Engineering 4B 4C

NRC Engineering 4B 4C

NRC Engineering 4B 4C

NRC Engineering 4B 4C

NRC Engineering 4B 4C

NRC Engineering SC 4B

An apparent violation of 10 CFR 50.59, "Changes, Tests, and
Experiments," was identified for not fully analyzing unit operation above
UFSAR Tables 6.3-2 and 9.5-3 ESW 76'F ultimate heat sink (lake)
design lemperature. Specifically, the units were operated in 1988 for 22
continuous days at an average lake temperature of 81'F. (Seclion
E8.28)

An apparenl violation of 10 CFR 50.59, "Changes, Tests, and
Experiments," was identified for not considering the loss of spent fuel pool
(SFP) cooling during a design basis accident. Specifically, the safety
evaluations for the Unit 2 dual lrain CCW/ESW outage did nol address
the reduction in SFP time.to.boil if the Unit 1 CCW flow isolated due to a
Unit 1 design basis accident. (Section E8.29)

An apparent violation of 10 CFR 50.59, Changes, Tests, and
Experiments," was identified for creating a single failure vulnerability in a

procedure revision lo ES-1.3, "Transfer to Cold Leg
Recirculation.'pecifically,

Revision 2 to ES-1.3 piggy-backed all high head injection
pumps onto one residual heat removal pump. (Section E8.30)

An apparent violation ol 10 CFR 50.59, "Changes, Tests, and
Experiments," was identified for not performing a safety evalualion for unit

operation with CCW temperatures in excess of the 95'F UFSAR Table
9.5-3 design value. (Section E8.32)

An apparent violation of 10 CFR 50.59, "Changes, Tests, and
Experiments, was identified for not performing a safety evaluation for uni

operation with reactor coolant pump thermal barrier flow less than the 35

gpm UFSAR Table 9.5-2 design value. (Section E8.33)

An apparent violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI,was
identified pertaining to not promptly correcting an identified condition
adverse to quality. Specifically, calculation No. DCCHV12CR11N,
"Control Room Temperature Evaluation," identified in 1990 that control
room equipment/component life could be reduced to 12 hours it the ESW

temperature reached 87.5'F. Adequate documentation to demonstrate
control room equipmenl shutdown capability at elevated temperatures
could nol be located. (Section E8.12)
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DC Cook

3/18/1999

Search Sorted by Date (Descending) and SMM Codes IAscending): Search Column = SALP: SALP Area = Engineering: Deginrring Date = 3/1/1998; Ending Date a '3/30/1999'

DATE TYPE SOURCE ID BY . SALP SMM CODES DESCRIPTION

35 - 3/19/1998 EEI IR 98005 NRC Engineering 4A 4B 4C Collectively, the apparent violations identified in Section E7.1 represent a
prograntmatic breakdown in the maintenance of the design basis for the
ice condenser. (Section E7.1)

36 3/19/1998 EEI

37 3/19/1998 EEI

38 3/19/1998 EEI

39 3/1 9/1 998 EEI

IR 98005

IR 98005

IR 98005

IR 98005

NRC Engineering

NRC Engineering

NRC Engineering

NRC Engineering

4A 4B 4C Seven apparent violations ol 10 CFR 50.71(e) were identified peAaining
to lhe licensee's failure to update the Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR)
Appendices J and M, which contained the detailed description and desig
basis for the ice condenser. (Section E7.1)

4C 4A 4B Four apparent violations of 10 CFR 50 Appendix B, Criterion Ilf were
identified pertaining to the licensee's failure to follow the established
design control process for ice basket modifications. (Section E7.1)

5C 2A 2B Four apparent violations of 10 CFR 50 Appendix B, Criterion XVIwere
idenlified for the licensee's failure to idenlily and correct conditions
adverse to quality on ice'condenser components. Specifically, these
violations pertained to the licensee's failure: to implement prompt
corrective actions for missing ice basket sheet metal screws, to
implement effective corrective actions for preventing the recurrence of
loose U-bott nuts and separated ice baskets, and lo take appropriate
corrective actions for the ice baskets with defective hold down bar wefds.

(Section E2.1)

5C 2A 2B Collectively,theapparentviolationsidentifiedinSectionsM2.1andE2.1
represent a breakdown in the licensee's corrective action program lor 'thetice condenser. (Section E2.1)

Page7of 8
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PLANT ISSUES MATRIX.
DC Cook

3/18/1999

Search Sortedby Date (Descending) and SMM Codes (Ascending): Search Column = SALP'; SALP Area =

¹ DATE TYPE SOURCE ID BY 'ALP SMM CODES

Plant Support: Beginning Date = 3/1/t998 .. Ending Date ~ '3/30/t999;

DESCRIPTION

1 9/3/1998 Positive IR98019 NRC Plant 1C
Support

Effluent radiation monitors were well maintained, and monitor alarm

setpoints were conservatively set. Workers responsible for these
monitors were aware of procedural requirements and of contingency
actions for monitor inoperability (Section R2.2).

2 9/3/1998 Positive

3 9/3/1998 Positive

4 7/16/1998 Negative

5 6/2/1998 VIO/SL-IV

6 6/2/1998 Negative

IR 98019

IR 98019

IR 98015
IR 98015

IR 98013

IR 98013

NRC Planl 1C
Support

NRC Plant 5A
Support

NRC Plant
Support

5C

NRC Plant 5C
Support

NRC Plant 3A 3B
Support

The radiological environmental monitoring program was well conducted,

and associated results were documented as required. An increase in the~ .

amount of trilium activity discharged to the lake had not resulted in doses

exceeding regulatory limits and was adequately addressed by the license

(Section R1.1).

Self-assessments performed by the licensee were thorough but conlinued

to identify problems with radiation worker practices. These problems

were confirmed by inspector observations, and the licensee was planning

additional corrective aclions to address this issue (Section R7.1).

The inspectors noted several minor occurrences of lack of attention lo

detail concerning anti. contamination personnel protective clothing diess

requirements. NRC inspection activities willcontinue to monitor worker

compliance with radiation work permit requirements (Section R4.1).

The inspection concluded that on January 4, 1998, a contract painter

having an open wound enlered containment in violation of station

procedures. This violation was a result of poor communications between

work groups which led to the radiation protection group not being notified

of tile open wound prior to entry, as required by procedures.

The licensee's investigation of this event as documented in a letter to the

NRC dated March 23, 1998 was reviewed. Several discrepancies in the

sequence of events as v/ell as lhe events themselves were noted

belween the licensee's lindings and the workers recollection of events.

Upon review during the insp'ection, the inspectors concluded that the

licensee's investigation was thorough, however, the information had not

been tully incorporated into the letter sent to the NRC.
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PLANT ISSUES MATRIX 3/18/1999

DC Cook
Search Sorted by Date (Descending) and SMM Codes IAscerldilrg); Senrclr Celnrllll n SALP; SALP Area = Pl.litt Svpport: Oegillrlirrg Date = 3/1/l998: Ending Dale ~ '3/30/1999'

DATE TYPE SOURCE ID BY SALP SMM CODES DESCRIPTION

7 5/8/1998 Positive IR 98011 NRC Plant 1A
Supporl

In general, the conduct of security operations was professional with
marked improvement in the level of management support for the physical
security program. This was evidenced by an increase in Ihe management
oversight of the program, increase staffing in security operations and
training areas, and improvement in the staff communications and the
ittitiation of employee incentives. Security force performance was
effective. (Section S6.1)

8 5/8/1998 Negative IR 98011 . NRC Plant 1C
Support

The approved securily plan did not provide a description of the duties and
responsibilities/delegation of authority of the security management
oversight position of the Security and Emergency Operations Manager
established in November 1997. This matter is considered an Inspection
Follow Up Item (IFI). (Section S3)

9 5/8/1998 Negative IR 98011 Licensee Plant
Support

2A 5A The licensee identified lhat access control to a vital area was lost for
approximately two and a half hours on October 9, 1997, because a
portion of lhe physical boundary was removed wilhout establishing
compensatory measures. (Section S8.1)

10 5/8/1998 Misc . IR 98011 NRC Plant
Support

5A 5B Self-assessments conducted by the Plant Protection Department were
effective in determining procedural compliance but lacked the depth and

scope to determine overall program effectiveness. (Section S7)

11 5/8/1998 Negative IR 98011 NRC Plant 5C
Support

Management's corrective actions were not totally effective in addressing
Ihe loss of temporary lighling which caused the licensee to go below the
required .2 foot candles on four occasions subsequent to the last securi
inspection. This mailer is considered an Inspection Follow Up Item (IFI).
(Section S6.2)

12 4/27/1998 Negative IR 98008 NRC Plant
Support

2A 3A 5A The inspectors identified a non-safety-related High Elficiency Particulate
Absorber liller installed in an unapproved manner in the steam generator
storage building. Licensee personnel failed to identily the improper
installation even though multiple entries had been made by radiation
protection personnel lo perform routine surveys (Section R1).

Page2of 3



GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF PIM TABLE LABELS
3/1 8/1 999

DATE

TYPE

A counter number used for NRC internal editing.

Thc date of the evenl or significant issue. for those items that have a clear date of occurrence usc the actual date. If the actual date is not known. use lhe date
the issue was identified. For issues !hat do not have nn actual date or a date ol identification, usc the LER or inspection report dale.

The categorization of the issue ~ see the TYPE ITEM'CODE table.

SOURCE The document that contains the issue information: IR for NRC Inspection Report or LER fos Licensee Event Report,

ID BY

SALP

SMM CODES

Identification of who discovered lhe issue - see table.

SALP Functional Area Codes - Engineering, Maintcssancc, Operations, Plant Support and AIL'Multiple(i.e., more than one SALP area affected).

Senior Manager Meeting Codes - see table.

DESCRIPTION Details of tho issue fiom the L'ER text or from the IR Executive Summaries.

DEV

ED

EEI'ER

Licensin
Misc
NCV

Ne ative
Positive
Siren th
UAI"
VIO/SL.I
VIO/SL-II

VIO/SL-III
VIO/SL-IV

Weakness

TYPE ITEM CODE

Devialion from NRC Re uirements
Escalated Discretion - No Civil Penalt
Escalated Enforcement Issue - Waitin Final NRC Action
License Event Re ort to lhe NRC
Llcensinss Issue from NRR
Miscellaneous Emer enc Pre aredness Findin, etc.
Non.Cited Violation
Individual Poor Licensee Performance
Individual Good Licensee Performance
Overall Stronq Licensee Performance
Unresolved Ins ection Item
Notice of Violation - Severit Level I

Notice of Violation - Severit Level II

Notice of Violation - Severit Level III

Notice of Violation - Severit Level IV

Overall Weak Licensee Performance

ID BY

Licensee The licensed ulilit
The Nuclear Re ulato CommissionNRC

Self. Revealed Identification b an event (e.q.. e ui ment breakdown)

NOTES

EEls are apparent violations of NRC
requirements thai are being considered lor
escalated enforcement action in accordance
with the General Statement of Policy and
Procedure for NRC Enforcement Action
(Enlorcemenl Policy), NUREG-1600.
However, the NRC has nol reached ils final
enforcement decision on the issues
identified by the EEIs and tho PIM enlrics
may be modified when thc final decisions
are made. Before the NRC makes its
enforcement decision, the licensee willbo
provided with an opporlunity lo either
(I) respond to the apparent violation or
(2) request a prcdecisional enforcement

conference." URls are unresolved items about which
mose information is required to determine
whether the issue in question is an
acceptable item, a deviation. a
nonconformance, or a violation. However.
the NRC has not reached its final
conclusions on the issues, and the PIM
entries may be modified when tlse final
conclusions are made.

SENIOR MANAGEMENTMEETING CODES

Operational Performance:
A - Normal
B - During Transients
C ~ Programs and Processes

Material Condition:
A - Equipmcnt Condition
B - Programs and Processes

Human Performance:
A - Work Performance
8 - Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities
C - Work Envisonment

Engineering/Design:
A - Design
B - Engineering Support
C ~ Programs and Processes

Problem Identification and Resolution:
A - Identification
B - Analysis
C - Resolution

Other Identification unknown
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DONALD C COOK
INSPECTION / ACTIVITYPLAN

IP - Inspection Procedure
Tl - Temporary Instruction
Core - Minimum NRC Inspection Program (mandatory all plants)
Regional Initiative - Discretionary Inspections

INSPECTION
/

ACTIVITY

IP37550
IP40500

IP37550
IP40501

IP86750
IP83750

IP81701

IP37550

IP40501

IP84750

IP81700

IP82301
IP82302

TITLE / PROGRAM AREA

Monitor Expanded System
Readiness Review

Process'iscovery

Phase Oversight

Inspection'Phase

1)

Transportation and Solid
Radwaste

Emergency Preparedness
~ Program Maintenance

Discovery Phase Validation

Inspection'iscovery

Phase Oversight

Inspection'Phase

2)

Elfluents and Radiation Monitors

Security (SEC3)

Emergency Preparedness
Exercise

NUMBER OF
NRC

INSPECTORS/
INDIVIDUALS

1-2

5-6

6-8

1-2

PLANNED DATES

- March 8 - May 14, 1999

March 29 - Apr 30, 1999

March 15 - 19, 1999

April 12 - 16, 1999

April 12 - May 14, 1999

May 3 - 28, 1999

May 17 - 21, 1999

August 16 - 20, 1999

October 25 - 29, 1999

TYPE OF
INSPECTION/

ACTIVITY-
COMMENTS

Regional Initiative

Regiorial Initiative

Core

Core

Regional Initiative

Regional Initiative

Core

Core

Core



IP40500
IP71001

IP71001

TI 2515/109

Emergency Operating Procedure

Inspection'icensed

Operator

Requalification'afety-Related

Motor-Operated
Valve Testing and

Surveillance'-22-3

TBD

TBD

TBD

Regional Initiative

Core 8

Regional Initiative

Regional Initiative

IP37550

IP40500

IP40500
IP93802

Engineering Program Team

Inspection'orrective

Action Team

Inspection'estart

Readiness Assessment
Team

Inspection'-88-9

TBD

TBD

TBD

Regional Initiative

Regional Initiative

Regional Initiative

Notes:
'Restart Related Inspections
TBD - Date to be determined based on licensee schedule due to be developed in May of 1999.


